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PETS TRASH SMOKE COOKING BATHROOM

ELIMINATES 95% ODORS THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING OUR GROUP

“I love the smell and how it actually takes bad smells like 
cooking and such out of the air! This candle is better than the 
well known candles I’ve tried! I can’t believe how great the smell 
is! Love this brand!” 

“Finally a candle that is actually scented well and after burning 
this candle for a bit it totally gets that stink out! Bought more
expensive candles and was disappointed. Will buy more from
this brand!”

“My boyfriend cooked up some bacon and it stunk up the 
whole house. Perfect time to test out the candles I purchased. 
I was SHOCKED to find the scent eliminated all of that bacon
smell! The scent is strong, burns slow, and it smells great!
100% recommend”

“BEST CANDLE EVER! I can say I feel like I’m a candle expert. I 
have bought every candle under the sun that states ”Odor 
Eliminating” and they haven’t worked how I thought they would.
These candles are excellent buy these candles!”

SOME COMMENTS 
FROM OUR FOLLOWERS

Using the newest proprietary technology we have scientifically formulated our candles to 
eliminate o�ensive odors instead of just masking them. In fact, research has shown to out 
perform all other malodor abatement technologies on the market today. 
Dianne’s Custom Candles Odor Eliminating candles features an exclusive and premium 
blended wax that we have poured into each one of our high-quality candles along with our
top-selling consumer favorite fragrances.
We then hand trim every lead-free cotton wick giving each candle the longest lasting and
freshest smelling fragrance, making homes smell fresh and clean. 

REMOVES ODORS SCIENTIFICALLY

VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

CRUELTY FREE 

PARABEN FREE

PHTHALATE FREE

LEAD-FREE COTTON WICK

MADE WITH ESSENTIAL OILS

PROP 65 COMPLIANT

GRAS-IFRA COMPLIANT

TESTED ACCORDING TO ASTM
STANDARDS

BLEND OF FDA FOOD GRADE WAX

NEW PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY

LONG LASTING CLEAN BURN 
(UP TO 80 HOURS)

HIGH FRAGRANCE THROUGHOUT

Dianne’s Custom Candles takes pride in being a Minnesota family
owned company since 2002. We continue to create the absolute 
best in luxury home fragrances. 

LILAC BLOSSOM
An alluring grove of wild 
lilacs in full bloom brings a 
fresh springtime floral feel 
to every room! This lilac 
candle will fill the room with 
an upli�ing luxurious lilac 
scent.

VANILLA BEAN
The aroma of creamy vanilla 
with a whisper of 
caramelized sugar makes 
for an enjoyable fragrance 
everyone will love. This 
vanilla candle will fill the 
room with an upli�ing 
and luxurious natural 
vanilla scent.

MANGO
Enjoy upli�ing aroma of 
tropical mango and sun 
kissed citrus blended with 
exotic passion fruit and 
fresh juicy pineapple.

LAVENDER
This upli�ing aroma 
radiates with the herbal 
notes of lavender combined 
with a touch of lively citrus 
and the fresh earthy scent 
of forest pine.

FRESH LINEN
Refreshing aroma of crisp 
linen scented by a so� 
breeze sweeping over a 
garden of jasmine muguet 
and rosewood.

TROPICAL FRUIT
A whisk you o� to the 
tropics mix of fruity guava, 
white pear, fresh kiwi, and 
island sugarcane.

*THESE CANDLES ARE MADE WITH ESSENTIAL OILS*

**EACH CANDLE IS 12oz WITH AN APPROXIMATE 80 HOUR BURN TIME**
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